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Consider the problem of testing a simple hypothesis that H = 0 against the alter- 
native that B#O. This paper makes an asymptotic comparison (up to o(n-‘)) 
between Rao’s test and the locally most powerful unbiased (LMPU) test under con- 
tiguous alternatives, Sn-‘I’, both test having the same sizea (up to o(n-I)). It is 
proved that for each 6 and a, the LMPU test is locally more powerful than the 
locally unbiased version of Rao’s test. However, it also follows from the derivation 
that Rao’s test, which is much simpler than the LMPU test, is almost as good as 
the latter in terms of power when the test size is small. I(’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a sequence {X, ), n > 1, of i.i.d. random variables (which may 
be vector valued) with a common density f(x; 0) 0 E (O), (0) being an 
open subset of R’ containing the origin. Let H,: 9 = 8, ( ~0) be tested 
against the alternative H,: 19 #&,. In such a set up the problem of 
asymptotic comparison between powers, under continguous alternatives 
6n - I/‘, of the likelihood ratio, Rao’s and Wald’s tests (see Rao [ 12, pp. 
417-4181) has been discussed in Chandra [2] and Chandra and Joshi [S]; 
see also the references given in the last paper. Also we shall abbreviate this 
paper to [CJ]. 
It is shown in [CJ] that for the sufficiently small (but reasonable) com- 
mon size of the tests, the power of Rao’s test is higher than those of the 
other two tests. (For this purpose Rao’s and Wald’s test were slightly 
modified so that they become locally unbiased up to o(n ~ ‘); the likelihood 
ratio test automatically enjoys this property.) Chandra and Mukerjee 
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[6, 71 extended this result in two directions. First, the superiority of Rao’s 
test statistic in the above sense has been extended to a fairly rich family of 
test statistics. Second, complete expressions for the mutual differences 
between the powers have been obtained. 
Since all these comparisons have been made by modifying the original 
test procedures locally unbiased up to o(n-‘), it is of natural interest to 
learn about the performance of Rao’s test vis-a-vis the locally most power- 
ful unbiased (LMPU) one (see Rao [12,454]; Ferguson [9,238]). The 
present paper makes an investigation in this direction. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC POWER OF THE LMPU TEST 
First some notation will be introduced. Define 
K 
2 
I= E,, -g w-(x; 42) 
)I 
? 
Z,,n=(nz)-“2 2 %ogf.(.*-,;8,), 
,=, de 
Here, and throughout the paper, the regularity conditions of [CJ] or 
Chandra and Mukerjee [6] are assumed (besides these, some additional 
regularity assumptions will be made, which will be mentioned where they 
are needed). Then Z,, n and Z,, n are well defined and satisfy the conditions 
of the central limit theorem. 
The LMPU test d,, for the testing problem mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion, is given by the critical region W,, which is of the form, 
(2.1) 
where k,, n and k,. n are determined such that 
&,(hJ = ~(3 E,,(4,Z,.n) = 0, fern>, 1. 
It is well known that under very mild conditions k, n and k,,. exist and are 
determined uniquely for each n. Certain asymptotic properties related to 
the LMPU test have been investigated in Ghosh, Sinha, and Joshi [lo] 
and one of their results implies, under some regularity conditions on the 
density function f(x; 0), that 
k,,.+z2, k,,,+O. 
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Here we shall take 
k,,.=z-‘+n~‘!‘u,+n--‘a*+o(n~‘), 
k,..=n-“*U,+n-‘u,+o(n-‘), (2.2) 
where z is the upper (a/2)-point of a normal deviate and a’, u2, a3, a4 are 
constants free from n, to be chosen such that the test has size a + o(n - ’ ) 
and becomes locally unbiased (in the sense of [CJ]) up to o(n-‘). It will 
be shown below that the ais exist uniquely from these specifications. 
The new interesting feature of the problem of getting asymptotic expan- 
sion of the power of the LMPU test is that the assumption A, of Chandra 
and Ghosh [3] (see also Chandra and Ghosh [4]) is not satisfied. 
However, a more relined argument following the line of these papers and 
also [CJ] can be used to get such an expansion, say, up to o(n-‘), as 
shown below. 
Because of (2.1) and (2.2), the critical region W,, can be written as 
(Z,,.-k,,.)‘>d2,(1 -n~“*d,r*z2,n)+o(n~‘), (2.3) 
where 
d,= [z2+n “%] +n- ~(a*+u~)]“‘. (2.4) 
Clearly, d, is well defined for all sufficiently large n. Now let A, be the set 
defined in Section 3 of [CJ] such that one has 
(uniformly over compact subsets of 6). Below, all approximations are per- 
formed on A,. Then (2.3) simplifies to, up to o(n ~ ’ ), 
T,>z+K”*g, +np1g2 or T,*< -z+n-“*g,+n-‘g,, (2.5) 
where 
T,=Z,,.+n-“‘“C,z*,.+n ~‘(C*Z;,,z+C3Z*,n), 
T,*=Z’~n-n-“2c,Z2,n-n-1(c2Z~,n+c,Z2,J, 
c, = (22) - ‘, c2 = (8~~) - *, c3 = -u,(423)-‘, (2.6) 
g’=u~+(22)-‘u], g2=u4-(8z3)-‘.:+(22)-‘(a,+~:), 
g,=a,-(22)~‘a,, g, = u4 + (8~~) -’ u; - (22) -‘(a2 + a:). 
Note that T, and T,* are asymptotically normally distributed statistics 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2(b) of Bhattacharya and Ghosh [ 11. 
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One can, therefore, follow the line of [CJ] and expand the statistics Z,,n, 
Z2,n about 8, to get the random variable r,, given by 
T,= T:,+o(n-I), for each 6, 
with 
r:,= Z-“*(A1 -81;) 
+n-‘/*{ -I-- Ii* 6 ( A,-t62~:)+Z-‘C,(A2-6~:-61’)~ 
+ n-‘[Ipl’*(+?*A, - @31:) - Zp’C,(6A3 - &d’A,* + @*1”) 
+ I-‘c,{~~Z’* + (A2 - hl;)‘- 2bZ’(A, - 62:)) 
+I-‘c,{A,-6J3*-6Z’}], (2.7) 
where 
Ai=np’/* 
[ 
jcl -$lOgf(Xj; e,)-nn? , 1 
A,+ = Eon 
c 
-$logf(x; 0,) 9 1 (2.8) 
and primes denote differentiation with respect to 8 at 0,. 
Let K,,, be the ith “approximate” cumulant of T:, under 8,, and k, be 
defined as 
Kn,i=k,+n-“2ki,+n+ki2+o(n+), i= 1, 2. 3,4, 
k,, = szl/*, km= 1, k,, = k,, = k,, = 0, 
k, being free from n. The expressions for K,. , have been presented in 
Appendix 1. Assuming, as in [CJ], that the Edgeworth expansions for YH 
(or T,) can be obtained by the formal delta method, one gets 
P,,(T,>Z+n-“*g,+n-‘g*) 
= :((x)dx+.~‘/*~(y)[-g~+klI+~k2,+~kl, s 1 
+ 3eg, - e3gl 
6 k31+k~2+~r(k,2+k~l) 
+$!(k3z+3k2, k,,) 
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2 - 10e3 + 15e + e4-;;Z+3k,,k,,+ 72 k:, 
1 
+ o(n - ’ ), (2.9) 
where d(x) = (27~) P”2 exp( -x2/2) and e = z - ~31”~. 
Similarly, observing from (2.6) that T,* can be obtained from T,, by 
replacing ci by -c,, one gets 
P,,(T,*< -z+n+‘g,+dg,) 
+ 3e*g, - e*3g3 
6 
k:, - k& +; e*(k:, + k?:) 
e*2- 1 
e*3 - 3e* 
+ 24 (k&+W~+4k~,k:,) 
e*4 - 6e*= + 3 
6 k:, 
e*‘- 10e*3 + 15e* 
- 12 + 72 G2 1 +o(n-‘), (2.10) 
where e* = z + 131”~ and k$ is obtained from k, by replacing the ci(s by 
- c,‘s. 
The power, P (at 0,) of the LMPU test, up to o(n-‘) is 
P~,(T,>z+n~“2g,+.~‘g2)+Po,(T,*<-z+n~”2g3+n~’g4) (2.11) 
or, say, 
P=P,+c”2P, +n+P,+o(n ‘), (2.12) 
where P,, P, , P2 are free from n and may be looked upon as power series 
in 6. For i=O, 1,2, let Pi(O) and P,(iY) be the constant term and the coef- 
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ficient of 6’ (r > 1) in Pi. Then from (2.9) and (2.10) the condition of 
size a, up to o(n -I), yields 
P,(O) = 6 P,(O) = P*(O) = 0, 
and that of local unbiasedness, up to O(M ~ I), leads to 
(2.13) 
P,(~)=O, P,(h)=O. (2.14) 
For i= 1, 2, 3,4;j=O, 1, 2, denote by k,(O)(kz(O)) the term free from 6 
and by k,(6’)(k$(6’)), r 2 1, the coefficient of 6’ in k&k;). The expressions 
for these quantities have been presented in Appendix 1. By (2.9) and (2.10), 
the condition that P,(O) = 0 yields 
-s1+g3+k,,(O)-k~,(O)+4z(kz,(O)+kz*l(O)) 
+ &(z’ - l&,(O) -k:,(O)) = 0, 
which, using Appendix 1 and (2.6), reduces to 
a,=o, g,=g,=a3. 
One then gets from (2.6), 
c,=(2z)p', c,=(~z~)~~, c-3 =o. 
Now, the second condition in (2.14) yields 
(2.15) 
g2+g~=21r3~%c~L,,=o, (2.16) 
and an application of (2.6) shows that 
u,=$(g2+g4)=0. (2.17) 
In a similar manner, from the first condition of (2.14), one obtains 
a,=fZr3'2(L,, +$z2L3). (2.18) 
Also from the relation P*(O) = 0 of (2.13), making use of the values of a,, 
a3, a4 one may obtain a, (and hence g, and g4) which is, in fact, a cumber- 
some even function of z. The explicit expression for a, is not needed and it 
is enough to remember that a, satisfies the condition P*(O) = 0. Thus the 
critical region (2.5) has now been completely described. 
Next, to derive the details of the asymptotic power of the LMPU test, 
observe that 
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and from (2.9), (2.10), 
P,=~(z-6z”~)[-g,+k~,+~(z-6z”*)k~,+~{(Z-Sz”*)*-l}k~,] 
+&z + 6z”*)[g, -kT, + $(z + 6z”*) It;, - &((z + 6;z”*)* - 1 } k$,] 
=~~('-6z"')[-z-3'*L3+z~'~zL3+z~"~~~(3L,,+L3)] 
+ @(z + 6z”*)[z-3’*L, + Z-‘&L, - z-“%‘(3L,, + L,)]. 
In the last equality we have made use of Appendix 1, (2.15), and (2.18). 
To obtain an elaborate expression for P,, note that by (2.9), the coef- 
ficient of n-‘4(z - ~51”~) in Pe,( T,, > z + n --‘/*g, + n-‘g?) is of the form 
s,, + 2 s-is,, 
j= I 
So, and S, being free from 6. Appendix 2 shows the expressions for S, 
(j= l,..., 5). One may note that Si is an even or odd function of z according 
as j is odd or even. Since by (2.6), (2.15), (2.18), T,*, g,, g, can be obtained 
respectively from T,, g,, and g, by replacing 2 by -2, it follows that the 
coefficient of n-‘$(z + 6Z”*) in P,,j T,* < -z + n -“‘g, f n-‘g,) is 
-&*+ i (-q's,. 
j= 1 
Since PJO) = 0, g, + g, = 0 (by (2.16)) and since the values of k,(O), kc(O) 
tabulated in Appendix 1 reveal that the coefftcient of n-’ in (2.9) with 6 = 0 
equals that of n - ’ in (2.10) with 6 = 0, we must have 
Thus 
S”, = s,, = 0. 
(2.19) 
3. COMPARISON WITH RAO'S TEST 
The test due to Rao is based on the statistic Z,., (defined in Sect. 2) and 
to make it comparable with the LMPU test, we shall consider the follow- 
ing modification of Rao’s test. We reject iff 
.Z,,.>z+n-‘12b,+n-‘b2 or Z,.,< --z+n-1/2b3+n-‘b,, (3.1) 
where bls are constants (free from n) and are so chosen that the test has 
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size c(, up to o(n-‘) and becomes locally unbiased, up to o(n--‘) (see (2.13) 
and (2.14)). 
At this stage we slightly deviate from [CJ], who considered a locally 
unbiased version of Rao’s test having size a+2n-‘d,&z)+o(c’), d, 
being a certain constant (free from 6 but depending on z). It is easy to see 
from the arguments of Section 2 that the local power of the critical region 
(3.1) can be obtained from [CJ] by putting d, = 0. This, however, does not 
change the mutual deficiency (see (3.2)). The power function P’, of Rao’s 
test can be written as 
where 
Pb=P,, P; = P,, 
B, = S, + @z*)-’ Z”*y;,, B, = S, - (42) - ’ Zy;,, 
Bj=Sj (j = 3,4, 5). 
Here y& is the Efron curvature at 8, (see Efron [S]). Thus 
where 
P-P’=n-‘(P,-P;)+o(n-‘), 
p, - P; = q+ - 61”*)[6(S, - B,) + 6*(& - B,)] 
+ b(z + dZ”*)[ -6(S, - B,) + 6’(S2 - B,)] 
Therefore, P, - Pi is positive. 
Finally, the deficiency of Rao’s test relative to the LMPU test is (Hodges 
and Lehmann [ll], Chandra and Mukerjee [6]) 
go (l/z2) + $621 
( > 
+ O(64). (3.2) 
The above, although positive for all a, will be small if a is small (and 
6-O). 
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APPENDIX 1 
Define as in [CJ], 
lijk = ,,“[(h”‘)i(h’2’)‘(h’3’)kl, 
I+‘) = -$logf(x; e,) - n*, 
17 are as in (2.8). Then using the expressions for the moments of the d;s as 
presented in Appendix 2 of [CJ], the approximate cumulants under 8, of 
Tn (as in (2.7)) are given, up to o(n-‘), by 
K, 1 = - Zp1/261; + n ~1’2[tz-‘/2~2~3*-z-‘~Cl(r+~:)] 
+n~‘[-~z~“283~4*+~z~‘b2C*(~4*-~“) 
- zrZc2(b2r2 + 102 + 62A,*2 + 262zq) 
-I-~ ISC3(Jr +/I:)], 
+n-1[(z~‘c,-z~“26)2~02+z~‘~(~-21-~’*~1)~101 
-41-5’26C2(I’ + A;) A,, + 2z-3’2c3A,,], 
K n. 3 = n - V*z- 3122 3+3n-‘[I-2c,12, +2z-3c,q, -z-3’261.2,], 
K, c, = n - ‘zp2( A, - 31:), 
where primes stand for differentiation with respect to 0 at do. 
Defining 
where 
Lljkr = Eeo[(h”‘)‘(h’2’)‘(h’3’)k(h’4’)‘1 
L@= Lt#17 Ly= Lo, Li= LiO* 
h”’ = 2 logf(x; e,), 
under the standard regularity conditions one gets the following expressions 
for k,(O), k,(F), r 3 1. The quantities k;(O), k:(P), may be obtained from 
k,(O), k,(P), respectively, replacing the cis by -cC;s: 
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k,,(O) = 0, kll(& = I-‘ClLl,, 
k,,(d2) = p2(L3 + L,,), kll(U =O (r 2 3), 
k12(0) = ~-2c2J%m k,,(d) = I-‘c,JL, 
k,,(d2) = +z-‘c,(L,, + L*,) + zPc,L:,, 
k,,(d3) = -$zr”*(L 0001 + 3L,ol + 3L02 + 3L2, 1, 
k12(cY) = 0 (r24L 
k,,(O) = 2z-3’*c,L1,, k21(8) = z-%3, 
k21(b’) = 0 (r > 21, 
k,,(0)=z-2C:(L,,-z2) + 2z-3'%,Ll,, 
k22(8) = 2z-3'2c1(L21 + Z2) + 4z-5'%, Lf, ) 
‘&(d2) = -iI- ‘(&JO, + 4&, + 3L,, + 5L,, + 2z2), 
k&iv) = 0 (r2 3), 
k3,(0) = ZF2L3, k3,(cY) = 0 (r> l), 
k32(O) = 3z-2C,(L2, + Z2) + 6Zp3c2Lf,, 
k32(6)=Zp3'2(L, - 3Z2), 
k42(0) = ZP(L, - 3zq, 
k32(br) = 0 (r 2 2), 
kd2(dr) = 0 (r 2 1). 
APPENDIX 2 
This appendix shows the detailed expressions for S,,..., S,, as in (2.19), 
which may be obtained starting from (2.9) and making use of (2.6), (2.15), 
(2.18), and Appendix 1. 
s, = -$z”‘g’ + k,,(h) - iz”*k 1 2 22 (0) 
+ zE~1’2g,MO) -g,k,,(d) - ~~“*k,,(O) + &46)1 
+ (2’ - 1 )CtZ”*g,k,,(O) - +g,k,,(6) +&b(6) + #2,(O) k,,(6) 
- $Z1'2k,2(0) - +Z1'2k;1(0)] 
+ (z'- 3z)C%2,(0) kx(4 + #,,(4 k,,(O) - fz1'2k,,(0) k,,(O)] 
+ (z" - 6z2 + 3)[&k,,(S) k31(0) -ftZ"*k:,(O)] 
= @[p*( L, - 312) - I- 5’Q-j 
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+ ~[zP*L~-z- 3'2(L4- 312)] 
-(~/~z*)Z~~'~[Z(L,,-Z~)-L~,], 
s2 = z"2g,M~) - $&,k*,(O) + k,*(P) - p*k,,@) + iZk3*(0) 
+,-CZ”2g,k,,(6)-g,k,,(62)-IZg,k3,(0)+fk22(82)+~kk:,(~) 
- +Z”*k,,@) - Z”*kz,(O) k,,(6) + QZkd2(0) + ilk;,(O)] 
+ (z2 - 1 K&,(d) k,,(6) + +ka(O) k,,(6’) - $Z”‘k,,(h) k3,(0) 
- ~Z”*k,,(O) k,,(6) + tZk,(O) k,,(O)1 
+ (z3 - 3z)[$k;,(6) + ik,,(S’) k,,(O) - )Z”‘k2,(S) k3,(0) 
+ &W,(W 
= +‘I- 2L; 
+z[z-‘(~L,+$z2+~L2,)-zP(~L;+$L,,L3)] 
+(1/4z)zP[z(L,,-z2)-Lyj, 
S3 = Z1’2g,k,,(62) - $Zg, k*,(6)+ iZ3’2g,k3,(0) + k,*(b3) 
- fZ”2k22(h2) - +Z”2k:,(6) + &Zk,,(d) + +Zk,,(O) k,,(h) 
- &Z3’2k,z(0) - $Z3’2k;,(0) 
+ A-Z”*MO) k,,(62)- Z”‘k,,(d) k,,(6) + ilk,,(O) k2,(d) 
+ i%,(J) k3,(0)- +Z”*kz,(O) k,,(O) + k,,(d) k,,(S’)] 
+ (z2 - l)[~k2,(~)k,,(~2)-~Z”7k,,(b2)k3,(0)-~Z”2k;,(~) 
+ ;Zk2,(6) k 31 (0) - rZ3’2k2 (0)] 36 31 
= ~z2Z-3/2~3(6~,, + L,) + $Z’/* + $zm3i2~; 
+ $Z- 1’2(4L,o, + 6L2, + Ld), 
S, = ilk,,(O) k,,(d’) + +ZkZ,(d) k,,(6)-Z”‘k,,(h) k,,(d2) 
- +Z3’2k2,(0) k2,(d) - ;Z3’2k,,(d) k,,(O) + &Z2k2,(0) k,,(O) 
+z[-Z1’2k2,(6) k,,(d*) + +k:,(d2) + &Zk:,(6) + +Zk,,(d*) k,,(O) 
- $Z3’2k,,(6) k,,(O) + &Z”k:,(O)] 
= 7$zzr’(9L;, - Li), 
S, = ;Zk,,(d) k,,(S’) - iZ1’2k:,(62) - iZ3’2k;,(6) 
- iZ3’2k,,(62) k,,(O) + &Z2k2,(6) k3,(0) - ftZ5’*k&(0) 
= -ftZp”2(9Lf, + L: + 6L,, L3). 
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